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Leslie Hodgson visited Lincoln and on the east side of the North Transept in the
cathedral saw this magnificent carving showing a vigorous Saint George and the
Dragon, which he photographed for us. It is in the chapel dedicated to army soldiers,
one of three for the armed services.
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The Griffin design by Charlotte and William Hallett

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
We record with regret that Margaret Young has died. She contributed many articles
on fabulous beasts to Stephen Friar’s New Dictionary of Heraldry and most of these
have been quoted in Drsgonlore in earlier times, as well as other pieces she wrote.
Adrian of Canterbury was an African who was asked by the Pope to succeed
Deusdedit, who had died in the year 664, as the Archbishop of Canterbury. At the
time, Adrian was abbot of a monastery near Naples, but he considered that he was
unfitted for such a great dignity and nominated Theodore, a monk from Tarsus, for
the post. Theodore accepted on condition that Adrian went with him, so in 668
Theodore was consecrated Archbishop and the pair of them set sail for England.
Once in Canterbury, Theodore appointed Adrian abbot of the monastery of St Peter
and St Paul, and they made an excellent team, spreading scholarship and happiness,
as the Venerable Bede recorded. Adrian died in 710, leaving England a far better
place, well deserving his sainthood.

Cathy Constant sent a newspaper cutting about Peter Jones, an investor on the
BBC’s Dragons’ Den, who has been granted arms with a crest A demi-griffin gules
holding in the dexter paw a bolt of lightning with its sinister paw resting on a bezant.
(Blazon thanks to David Vaudrey) There was a picture of his framed Letters Patent,
but too small for us to reproduce here. Cathy also sent a First Day Cover from New
Zealand celebrating the Chinese Year of the Dragon which is due to start on 23
January (below).

Elizabeth Roads, by a happy co-incidence, sent a picture of the Canadian stamp
which commemorated the previous Year of the Dragon in 2000 (below)

The cover picture is of a saucer produced by Hutschenreuter of Germany, and was a
Christmas present from Pat and Bob Grainger. Note that this Griffin is of the type
known in English heraldry as an Opinicus, that is, all four of its legs are leonine, but
of course it is in fact the more ancient classical form of Griffin. To put it simply, just
as the Wyvern is a Dragon of the more ancient variety, so is the Opinicus a Griffin.
This drawing of it is particularly well conceived, in its field of millefleurs.
A FOOTBALLING WELSH DRAGON REFRESHED
The Football Association of Wales was granted arms (right) on
30 August 1951, as follows: Ermine, a dragon gules; a
bordure vert charged with eleven leeks Or. The ermine tails
seem to have been lost at an early stage, but the Scottish FA had
a similar shield with their royal rampant lion surrounded by
eleven thistles. They teased the English FA for “playing a man
short” because their arms, granted on 30 March 1949, had only
ten roses between the blue lions (right, below), blazoned thus:
Argent, semée of Tudor roses proper, three lions passant
guardant in pale azure. Note that the number of roses is not
specified, as it had not seemed that they would refer to players
on the field, and no doubt if the arms were displayed on a
square banner, two more roses would be added in the lower
corners, bringing the number up to twelve. And note that the
phrase “pale azure” was taken to mean “light blue” which in
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Roland Symons sent a card
from the British Library
showing Draco the Dragon
Constellation (right) which
shows the sinuous shape of this
group of stars very well, though
perhaps the individual stars are
distributed somewhat arbitrarily.
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symbols of learning with references to Capilano’s spectacular natural setting between
the mountains and the ocean. Its winged bear supporters demonstrate that one of the
strengths of heraldry is its ability to transform the familiar into something of
imagination. At the centre of the arms is a salmon rendered in a West Coast First
Nations style, a reminder of the special connection the university has enjoyed with
local First nations communities since its creation in 1968.” Also shown is the winged
demi-deer crest on the arms of Superintendent Paul Richards, RCMP, a member of
the RHSC, among other delights. It seems that heraldry flourishes in British
Columbia and fabulous beasts play their part.

fact is quite attractive in this case. If the leeks and thistles do indeed refer to players,
they are in a very odd formation, with four forwards, four mid-field players (two on
either flank), two backs and a goalie.
Recently, the FA of Wales has had a design make-over, and the new look to the
shield (below) is technically a new coat of arms, since the Dragon is now regardant

Flagmaster 141 (December 2011), in a piece entitled “Monmouth
adopts a County Flag” shows the full arms of the Monmouthshire
County Council with its Welsh Dragon supporter, and also a clear
drawing of the fabulous Zimbabwe Bird used as a fin flash by that
country’s Air Force in 1980 (right).
CORRESPONDENCE
William Buttayotee, the talented young grandson of Cecil Humphery-Smith, did this
drawing (below) specially for us. At first glance, you might think that it was just five
regular dinosaurs, but then you notice that they all have great vampirical fangs, so
they are truly fabulous beasts. (see also Nos 85, 105 and 108)

and the leeks have been replaced by daffodils, two changes of substance. This is not
apparently a new grant, but the result of artistic licence overstepping the bounds of
armorial propriety. Nevertheless, it is a much improved image, and the Association
and the design team they employed must be congratulated on the amount of thought
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and care that went into the process of renewal with its splendid outcome. Perhaps
they might consider seeking a new grant!
[Many thanks to Tony Jones for providing information on the new design (and for
roughly translating the motto – “Together play of our best”), though he confesses that
he is himself an ardent follower of the game which uses the ‘oval’ ball, and was
unaware of the new FAofW design until I asked him if he knew who the artist was.
Ironically, in spite of the 22 pages sent by the Association’s Press Office, the artist’s
name never appeared, as it seems to have been a team effort by the branding agency
Bulletproof.]
THE YEAR OF THE DRAGON COMES ROUND AGAIN

This enormous statue of a dragon winding its way up a pillar stands in Beijing to
welcome visitors to that city.
JOURNAL SCAN

On 23 January the Chinese New Year starts another Year of the Dragon, inspiring
this splendid advert for a sweet and sour sauce made with 100% natural ingredients.
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The BC/Yukon Blazon (Winter 2011) has a pair
of blue winged bears supporting the arms newly
granted to Capilano University, Vancouver (right).
At the presentation of these arms, the Governor
General of Canada, His Excellency the Right
Honourable David Johnston, spoke thus: “the
simple yet original design combines traditional
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